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Abstract — Smart design process of new urban 

developments and existing urban structures rehabilitation is 
examine in this paper based on collaborative multidisciplinary 
approach and smart tools and methods.  

Designing new urban structures requires a deep study of 
invisible information inside existing cities’ environment. This is 
possible because recent progress in research methods and 
techniques of collecting data. 

Analytic results of cleaned big data tailored to the specific 
order award urban designers with new opportunities to 
analyze behavior of individual entities inside and outside of 
urbanized areas. 

 Physical models and virtual reality can be combined and 
visualized using augmented reality interface. Results are 
modified based on live data feeds or changeable variables 
requested by designer or client. 

Designing process with a collective impact approach has to 
continuously accommodate to accelerated changes and 
implementation of future artificial intelligence.  

New kind of structures and features are already appearing 
in smart cities concept. But the most important unit of new 
smart design approach has to be actively engaged citizen.  
 

Keywords — smart cities, urbanism, engaged citizen, big 
data, open data access, collective impact, augmented reality, 
BIM, GIS, PIM, ICT 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
mart cities movement is proposing wide spreading 
definitions mostly with the same base – create and 
maintain better and livable space for theirs citizens, or   

improvement of quality of life with a use of the most recent 
and future methods and technologies.  

Although smart cities definition is all about cities, life in 
countryside and rural areas is important the same way. 
Finding a successful urban design solution to smart cities 
concept requires the same care about those, who live outside 
of city boundaries. Many inhabitants of large cities will 
move back from cities to open sprawl areas. One of reason 
is using smart technologies, which allow them to stay 
connected with their clients or work team using new ways of 
communication technologies.  

There are specific problems urban designers have to solve 
related to scale of development. Illustrative model with city 
occupant in the center of system as main stakeholder is 
proposed. The amount of citizen’s engagement in city 
management activities and city’s subsystems (energy, 
transportation, utilities, etc.) through smart technologies  
allows many of them to be more then subject to an 
anonymous crowdsourcing for big data analytics. Citizen 
should be given an open access to cleaned, evaluated, and 
interpreted research information. Interactive tools like city 
web portals are used for this purpose. 

 
 

Social media are a new tool urban designer and his team 
should be using to engage recent or future citizen in smart 
cities design process. Close collaboration between citizen as 
main city stakeholder, and designer, developer, maintenance 
agencies, municipality, decision makers, providers of city 
subsystems, and other third parties should be strong during 
whole life cycle of each urban development. Some models 
of these active engagement opportunities are introduced.  

Smart design requires better understanding of 
neighborhood as a basic urban unit in developed area. 
Customized communication networks are used for 
interchange of information between individual members of 
neighborhood, and related agencies and other parties.  

Providing smart design requires from urban designer, 
architect or team members knowledge to use new tools 
(software) and technologies not only for presentation of 
their ideas, but for complete preparation of project 
documentation, record of collected data, and complex 
system simulation.  

Smart cities concept covers cities of size a small village 
as well as large megacities. Each of these urban structures 
has many layers with unrepeated structure of subsystems, 
and independent patterns inside each of them. Changes in 
one of layer of development may cause changes in other 
layers. Identification of those relationships and 
understanding related processes using smart visualization 
tools, gives to designer’s team, and each of team member 
opportunity for effective collaboration during design 
process, and presentation to client and public.  

This smart model should be continuously used and 
maintained throughout whole life cycle of development and 
in ideal situation compatible with all control systems of 
individual city subsystems providers. The same way urban 
designer should be a part of team who is maintaining this 
model and make upgrades to a model from his discipline 
point of view. 

Physical body of urbanized areas has many parts with 
different structure and density. Changes are happening with 
different speed. Municipal policies, zoning codes and master 
development plans should start facilitate smart technologies 
to reflect coming changes in city life, and absorb amount of 
knowledge witch is generated by smart elements of city and 
other entities. To make this happen, politics and workers at 
government agencies has to be continuously educated to 
understand need of this change. Properly visualized 
solutions and tools has to be used help them recognize why 
smart city is more effective to operate and organize, and 
why it should improve livability and quality in citizens’ life. 

II. SMART CITY DEFINITION 
A ‘Smart Cities Initiative’ is widely understood as a 

quality of life improvement by implementing an 
‘Information and Communication Technology’ (ICT) to city 
structure systems and city organization management 
processes.   
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Based on region and location where ‘smart cities 
methodology’ is propagated, different way of smart 
approach has to be applied.  

Defending basic poverty in some regions without an 
infrastructure using ICT is in a contrast with situation in 
more urbanized regions, where congested dysfunctional 
urban transportation, polluted environment, unsustainable 
energy consumption, and similar problems are trying to be 
solved. 

Using a mobile network in rural and less developed areas, 
can be helpful in creating virtual neighborhoods, set up a 
community system policies, infrastructure, and collect 
important data. Information can be interchanged between 
government and citizen as well as between each other in 
system. It sets a foundation for an accelerated process of 
building a collective intelligence in controlled area of 
interest, allows coordinated solution defending natural 
disasters, environmental or epidemical catastrophes, and 
more. Smart technologies should help with an improvement 
of an educational process, open access to endless amount of 
information, help to improve health care system, food 
redistribution and local agricultural processes, and etc. In 
the same moment local heritage may be better embraced and 
“recorded” for next generations. 

Enforcing urbanized areas with smart solutions in sprawl 
type of development or overcrowded cities and their 
downtowns comes with diverse type of challenges.  

 

 
 
Fig. 1:  Illustrative example - Intelligent city of the future schematic 

diagram by Be Informed, an internationally operating, independent 
software vendor. (http://www.beinformed.com/BeInformed/webdav-
resource/binaries/pdf/solutions/intelligent-city-poster.jpg?webdav-
id=/Be%20Informed%20Bibliotheek/0000%20WEBDAV/WebDAV%20St
atContent.bixml), (smart government is in the center of the model and top 
down approach) 
 

In past the “smart” concept in urban systems was mainly 
understood as tool creating solid base for centralized 
arrangement allowing top down governance approach. 
Today, when mobile communicating virtually everywhere in 
urbanized areas access to internet, social media are 
developing new behavior in open communication between 
all city’s stakeholders, setting up virtual communities in 
clouds.  

Most of smart cities models are set with government in 
the center controlling ICT distribution and administration. 
This paper prefer alternative model with citizen, in the 
center of smart city initiative playing role of main 
stakeholder, and controlling direction and speed of smart 
city development. 
Difference between those two models is, that in case of 
‘government’ model, the smart city initiative is  

 
 
Fig. 2:  Schematic diagram – Smart city model with engaged citizen in 

the center of the model and ICT core connecting all city systems  
 
administrated from one locked system, and strategy of 
system architecture and direction of development is directed 
by changing political representation, prioritizing their 
particular interest for only certain amount of years. 
Proposed ‘engaged citizen’ of future smart city model builds 
a strategy based on stronger role of citizens networked 
together by ICT in smart neighborhoods. Government is still 
in control of basic functions of city’s system (tax collector, 
policy maker, law enforcement, social services, public 
transportation, safety and defense, etc.), but smart city 
development initiative depends on amount of actively 
engaged citizens networked in smart neighborhoods. 

 

III. WORLD URBANIZATION 
According to 2014 revision of the World Urbanization 
Prospects (10 July 2014, New York) 54 per cent of the 
world’s population lives today in urban areas, a proportion 
that is expected to increase to 66 percent by 2050. 
Projections show that urbanization combined with the 
overall growth of the world’s population could add another 
2.5 billion people to urban populations by 2050, with close 
to 90 percent of the increase concentrated in Asia and 
Africa, according to a new United Nations report launched 
today. 

The 2014 revision of the World Urbanization Prospects 
by UN DESA’s Population Division notes that the largest 
urban growth will take place in India, China and Nigeria. 
These three countries will account for 37 percent of the 
projected growth of the world’s urban population between 
2014 and 2050. By 2050, India is projected to add 404 
million urban dwellers, China 292 million and Nigeria 212 
million. 

In 2014, there are 28 mega-cities worldwide, home to 453 
million people or about 12 percent of the world’s urban 
dwellers. Of today’s 28 mega-cities, sixteen are located in 
Asia, four in Latin America, three each in Africa and 
Europe, and two in Northern America. By 2030, the world is 
projected to have 41 mega-cities with 10 million inhabitants 
or more. 
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Overall, nearly half of the world’s 3.9 billion urban 
dwellers reside in relatively small settlements with fewer 
than 500,000 inhabitants. 

The global rural population is now close to 3.4 billion and 
is expected to decline to 3.1 billion by 2050.  

While Africa and Asia are urbanizing rapidly, the regions 
are still home to nearly 90 per cent of the world’s rural 
population.  

 

IV. SMART CITIES BEYOND TOMORROW 
Urban designers, planners and architects are in permanent 

quest for ideal city solution and creative innovations. 
Cities beyond tomorrow will change their visual 

appearance and spatial configuration. New materials and 
presence of ICT in virtually every part of objects around us 
networked together will bring modifications in construction, 
activities and citizens’ behavior. Visible information will be 
present everywhere. 

Development of physical urban structure takes much 
longer time then improvement of smart technologies. Many 
factors like zoning and building codes, city master plans, 
municipal laws, approval process, political behavior with 
particular interests, and insufficient financial funds are 
mostly the reason for big delays in use of more advanced 
materials, technologies and techniques in construction 
process, and slows down smart  urban development and 
placement of smart technologies.  

 

 
 
Fig. 3:  Illustrative example – high-rise sprawl in Hong Kong, China. 

Photo by Michael Wolf 
 
To fulfill prospects of rapid increase in world 

urbanization, developments in regions with fast growing 
development may face the enormous problem to secure a 
real quality of living space and livability in this space. 
 

A. Urban Transportation system 
Transportation and other city infrastructure systems 

require new type of organization and management. As 
technology improves and communication techniques allow 
faster and more precise solutions for critical situations based 
on decisions made virtually with no time delay are 
implemented to advance existing systems. It should create 
more space and partially increase a capacity in existing 
structure. New developments should be already planed with 
ICT as a part of solution. 

City centers, city edges and development sprawled in 
countryside will become more dense as result of fast 

urbanization of already developed areas by people moving 
in to cities. The heavy traffic, congestion, overcrowded 
public transportation with negative effect on ecosystem and 
social environment is already present in all megacities, and 
also in most of smaller size cities. Urban transport system 
calls for new proposals of sustainable and functional 
solutions based on advanced ICT. Urban traffic management 
is moving toward adaptive control systems, coordinating all 
transportation in area. Proposed sharing services and 
autonomous vehicles with other types of urban mobility 
services for public transportation will request new type of 
transfer points and lending areas. New parking structures 
will have to be built to accommodate higher amount of 
vehicles. Advanced organization and smarter use of recent 
resources will force decision making stakeholders to quickly 
increase an ICT implementation in to all related systems 
leading to high quality solutions.  

 

B. Intelligent buildings and mega structures 
Smart city will contain intelligent buildings networked by 

their operators and connected in to a city system network 
through cloud communication technologies. New types of 
intelligent mega structures will be built with multifunctional 
mixed use, own environment and internal autonomous 
systems, including telematics solutions for people and goods 
distribution around space, organized in 3D matrix. 

 

C. Smart Energy 
Smart batteries and new types of energy storage, 

recharging systems, energy management and new 
alternative sources of energy allow individual stakeholder, 
or group of stakeholders efficiently operate their energy 
consumption. Special apps will help to decrease amount of 
this consumption. It a will enable more independence on 
city distribution systems. New of-grid type solution will put 
some stakeholders to a new position. It creates an 
opportunity to collaborate with energy distributors as 
partners, not just as consumer. 

 

D. Vertical farming, waste, water and sewer management  
New and existing cities will have to make a place for 

vertical farming structures and organize distribution of daily 
production around neighborhood or town. Vertical farms 
will be connected to waste management, and water and 
sewer treatment facilities using smart technologies, also 
organized in vertical setup, using less land and higher 
control of safety protection and quality of job. 

E. Manufacturing 
Manufacturing complexes will maximize robotization of 

production processes. New types of industrial development 
inside of city borders will be forced to built more vertical 
structures to secure valuable land in city limits.  
 

F. Connection of working and living place 
Urban development will challenge their designers with 

necessity to connect, combine and mix work production 
place with place of permanent or temporary residency. It 
will require building all other amenities supporting citizens’ 
working week living cycle as close as possible in 
surrounding neighborhood. A smart solution ‘under one 
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roof’ will have to be proposed to developers to reach all 
important services in walk or bike able distance, also 
eliminating negative weather conditions.  

Citizens will increasingly use 24/7 online services with 
short time delivery and order many services and goods by 
‘one click’ setup applications. 

 

 
 
Fig. 4:  Illustrative example – Density of recent development in 

Whampoa, Kowloon, Hong Kong, China  (yanarthusbrtand2.org) 
 

G. Independent Smart Neighborhood 
Smart neighborhoods with predominate amount of their 

engaged citizens will raise more power as basic unit of city 
life organization. Neighborhood stakeholders will have 
ability to coordinate their activities, actions and operations 
using information applications through their smart mobile 
devices, wearable gadgets and through all objects connected 
into an Internet of Things.  
 

H. Positive Smart Gentrification 
Process of recycling old development with new mixed 

used structures will force responsible decision makers find 
new areas for open space activities in more dense formation 
of city centers.  

Gentrification process will progress in a good way in 
existing cities with implementation of new smart structures 
and elements in city’s physical body where higher living 
standard is usually present. Some of advanced smart 
elements will be applied there sooner then in other parts of 
city to maintain luxury life style of their occupants. 

 

I. Sprawl Areas upgrade and redevelopment 
Widely criticized sprawl development will be partially 

redeveloped and refilled with new structures and smart 
components. Parking areas around shopping centers will 
serve as brownfields allowing new citizens to move to this 
type of urban development. Changes in urban transportation 
and structure and organization of parking system will be 
requested also around new ‘town centers’.  
 

J. Future Artificial Intelligence as Part of Smart City 
Very new and specific problem to solve occurs with a 

need to accommodate future autonomous artificial 
intelligence elements, machines and other objects in 
physical structures of cities (docking systems, recharging 
facilities, new types of elevated structures for urban 
transportation systems, drones goods transportation 
platforms, and much more).  

All smart elements and object (intelligent buildings, 
homes, streetscape, utilities access point, things, materials, 
etc.) will be grouped and networked together by Internet of 
Things in Network Of Everything. 

Recent society is entering an ‘App Age Period’. The 
evolution in communication, networking and connectivity 
tools and activities will build knowledge, which future 
generations will need to operate an artificial intelligence 
(AI) objects and add-ons to their physical body or other AI 
devices like Personal Surrounding Objects (PSO).  

 
 

V. SMART NEIGHBORHOOD 
City urban structure is naturally split in to parts by 

physical barriers like terrain morphology, rivers, 
communications, by human kind development like fences, 
parking lots, shopping centers or markets, parks, industrial, 
sport, educational and other types of facilities, and etc. Each 
part of city creates its own urban fabric with original 
relationships. Those city parts are more divided into 
neighborhoods partially by design, but mainly by theirs 
inhabitants’ decisions, based on combination of distances 
and common social activities, and property management 
services or type of ownership.  

Use of ICT and social networking between dwellers 
creates alternative virtual neighborhoods in cloud. This 
neighborhood in cloud has no physical barriers.  

Smart neighborhood can be measured by amount of 
activities coordinated through social network, by amount of 
smart technologies applied in their structure and mainly by 
amount of active members in their network.  

Knowledge coming from analytics of communication 
between neighbors can help to find faster solution to 
existing situations and problems, and build them more 
sustainable way. 

Some neighborhoods may even become an alternative 
operator to buy and distribute cheaper energy, Internet or 
other services. 

 
 

VI. ACTIVELY ENGAGED CITIZEN 
Actively engaged citizens are becoming the most valuable 

stakeholder in a smart city concept. Open access to clean 
analyzed data by individual citizen is the main pre-requisite 
to his engagement. A citizen engaged in smart city operation 
and management should be award for his activities.  

Urban designer has an opportunity to use social media, 
group chatting, or web portals to connect with individual 
citizen or group of citizens, eventually with whole 
neighborhood, and engage them in design development 
process and even more in property management process. 

All mobile or Internet connected entities are used as a 
resource of big data collection and analysis. It helps systems 
operators to improve their services. They may identify 
hidden processes and actions and prepare solutions leading 
to improvement of livability and quality of citizens’ life, and 
sustainable social environment of whole community.  

To keep citizens engaged in smart city model, using city 
web portals or customized apps public trust has to be gain 
first. People need to know how safe are their data and 
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secured against fraudulence. Private policy has to be clearly 
set up and declared to citizens. 

The environment of customized smart applications give 
citizens increased ability to communicate with government 
agencies and decision makers. Citizen can participate more 
powerful way in an operational processes of city, control 
decision makers, and other third parties. Using smart 
devices with almost constant access to Internet gives citizen 
opportunity to communicate with other parties on virtually 
any time. 

Citizens have to have an open access to all important data 
sets provided by city agencies. As great example is ‘Kansas 
City Missouri Open Data Portal’ (https://data.kcmo.org) 

 

    
 
Fig. 5:  Illustrative example of open online communication and access to 

data and information - Kansas City Missouri Open Data Portal. 
 
 

VII. COLLABORATIVE DESIGN APPROACH 
Smart cities urban designer and architects are facing to 

many challenges created by ICT involvement in new 
development and society. An integration of information and 
communication technologies in physical body of city call for 
different Team setup, and new organization of work. 
Necessity to interchange growing amount of data between 
each member and team control center, and modifications in 
project infrastructure, sophisticated control process, and new 
city features and smart elements are changing designing 
process. 

Future and existing developments are filled with smart 
technologies. This situation request a connection of two 
worlds – ‘urban designer or architect’s world’ working with 
visions based on past experience, creativity, and endless 
imagination, and ‘world of system engineers’ who have an 
ability to analyze data, unhide and unlock hidden 
information and processes including related connections in 
urbanized areas based on their pragmatic systematical 
approach.  

Collective knowledge is developed and combined during 
design process when free design ideas and calculated pre-
designed system solution are applied together in one smart 
model of urbanized territory. Having system engineers, as 
part of core on project team, opens a new opportunity to 
develop effective analytic methods closely related to 
problems and tasks in developed area. 

 

A. Design working process 
By type of project, urban designer, planer or architect is 

typically, as originator of design, coordinating whole 
project. Each Team has its own workflow method and use 
different tools and techniques to create, visualize and 
present results of its work. 

Team has traditionally a lot of experts, covering specific 
disciplines and parts of project documentation. Some of 
them create main core group of Team. Other specialists are 
asked to collaborate only for specific tasks. 

Specialists usually get first a basic layout from design 
leader with a set of instructions called specification. 
Specialists then provide an independent search for 
connection points, capacities of individual sources, code 
issues, etc. After then they draw schematic plans and 
diagrams describing structures related to their disciplines, 
and write their part of specification with set of requested 
parameters. Appointed project coordinator provides 
coordination of all drawings information released by 
individual specialists. Drawings are usually organized in 
layers. Each layer carry set of information. Layers can be 
switch on and off.  All drawings are recently created on 
computers using specific software. Project is almost always 
presented for approval process in printed 2D version. After 
one design phase is approved, working process moves to 
following one. Certain amount of data details is collected, 
recorded, and released at each phase of design mainly in text 
format. 

 

B. Accommodation GIS and BIM in working process 
For approximately last decade many project facilitators 

are broadly upgrading to design methods using GIS 
(Geographic Information System) or BIM (Building 
Information Modeling) type software. To be able share 
collected data ‘buildingSMART’, formerly the 
‘International Alliance for Interoperability’ (IAI) developed 
Industry Foundation Classes (IFCs) as a neutral and open 
specification for Building Information Models (BIM). 

BIM is a digital representation of physical and functional 
characteristics of a facility. A BIM is a shared knowledge 
resource for information about a facility forming a reliable 
basis for decisions during its lifecycle; defined as existing 
from earliest conception to demolition. (National BIM 
Standard-United States™ Project Committee). 

GIS is a system designed to capture, store, manipulate, 
analyze, manage, and present all types of spatial or 
geographical data. 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geographic_information_syst
em) 

In recent time internal end external structure of urban 
design team, methodology and processes of work are 
changing in relation to more advance implementation of ICT 
during project development.  Individual phases of designing 
process are interconnected by specific type of databases and 
information attached to plans and each object and element in 
plans. BIM and Project Information Management (PIM) are 
taking ubiquitous role in organizing all project data.  All 
objects parameters and information about design process; 
including all design versions and history are transferred to 
the next phase of project lifecycle to constructors, operators, 
property managers and owners.  

Digital Map of project knowledge with searching ability 
in text, drawings, photos, audio, video and more formats 
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allows each member of Team as well as client, 
subcontractors and other city stakeholders (with appointed 
privileges for access) to have an instant access to endless 
diversity of information about project across all disciplines. 
Part of an approval process and quality check of project 
documentation will be in future done by specialized 
software applications. 

 

 
 
Fig. 6:  Sample of map created with QGIS Open Source Geographic 

Information System (GIS) licensed under the GNU General Public License 
(https://www.flickr.com/photos/131735363@N06/16934676110/in/pool-
2244553@N22) 

 
To better understand project data and information, 

physical background of development model with overlaid 
augmented reality can be built. Visualization is provided in 
conjunction with a simplified model’s background, 
expressing changeable urban development and building 
structures systems.  Processes based on data input 
(connection and communication between autonomous 
vehicles, potential flood damages to city streetscape, 
overpassing damaged parts of city utilities, etc.) can be 
simulated in visible way. It is important specially when big 
developments are planned like whole new, part of city or 
mega structures. 

During urban development and construction, record of 
final state of execution of development’s physical structure 
should be provided and stored in specific GIS or BIM 
model’s layers. Model should also record placement of all 
smart censors in area, smart construction elements and 
eventually in the future network together with them. It 
allows, after development is finished and passed to property 
or neighborhood manager, continuous update of stored data 
and analyze processes in this phase of development 
lifecycle. This may uncover new facts and relationships 
designer could not know or predict during design process.  

An appointed member of original Team should 
continuously monitor during whole life cycle all parts of 
development and periodically analyze processes inside a 
developed community, and propose new upgrades to 
improve life of occupants of facilities under smart project 
surveillance. 

Project lifecycle starts in the point, when Team is created 
and common goals are set up. Then it ends when original 
development is demolished and recycled. 
 

 
 
Fig. 7:  Schematic diagram of BIM Framework proposed by RIBA 

(Royal Institute of British Architects), Efficient Construction Project 
Delivery Methods - Sustainability - 3D, 4D, 5D BIM - IPD, JOC, SABER, 
IDIQ, 

 
Designing smart developments request set of new means 

and methods, new type of devices to record design and 
parameters of processes designer expect to create in new 
development, customized software, and mainly new 
specialists on team working very close to urban designer. 

 

C. System engineering approach 
Close collaboration between urban designer, planner or 

architect and system engineer in one Team makes common 
cause. System engineering approach based on big data 
analytics construct exact theoretical models of cities with 
system solutions for each modeled situation. They configure 
architecture of city system behavior and city network, and 
define basic elements and blocks of system. Those elements 
and blocks attributes and parameters can be modified during 
modeling. Simple or complex activities and behavior can be 
simulate and visualized in virtual city system models. Those 
theoretical models with ability to calculate and predict 
individual or chained reactions in city activities based on 
alternative input help find answer how should be smart 
development organized, operated and maintained. 
 

D. Collaborative Impact Design Approach 
Reflect use of advance method to prepare design and 

project documentation not only changes in design team are 
necessarily as well as significant change in working 
methods. 

This paper is proposing Collaborative impact approach 
method supported by use of ICT. 

Collaborative impact approach method in all phases of 
development’s life cycle will enhance a quality of design, 
development and process of maintenance of developed 
facilities, and following upgrades and possible re-
development activities. 
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Fig. 8:  Schematic diagram of Collective impact design process 
approach set of pre-requisites. 

 
The collaborative impact approach in design process is 

based on associative thinking ability of each team member, 
actively integrated diversified knowledge leading to 
common complex solution and communication tools with 
ability constantly visualize physical structure and processes 
inside an area of interest. 

Each team member has a particular set of expertise 
covering different discipline in system.  

 
The collective impact design approach comes with these 

prerequisites:  
Smart Vision and joint approach to achieve the best result 

leading to award stakeholders including maximum amount 
of citizens with advanced quality of life 

Constantly coordinated plan of action agreed by each 
member of Team 

Consistency in means and methods of data collection 
process throughout whole Team 

Consistent, trustful and open communication between all 
members of Team, with sensitive data protection 

Front office enforced by ICT, administrating and 
coordinating Team and flow of information across the 
Team, with responsibility to handle and store systematically 
aligned data about project to data administrator of next 
lifecycle phase. 

Using methodology of collective impact approach for 
work organization and information management process, 
allow each core member on design team take a lead role 
with an constant opportunity to discuss work directions, 
partial results, recent activities and decisions with all other 
members of Team. 

 
 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
New development and redevelopment containing smart 

elements needs to be supported with new smart type codes, 
easy accessible and well searchable, and simplified from 
structure and language viewpoint. They should be written 
with less segregation of individual functions and should 

unlock opportunity to add new elements based on smart 
technologies into a city structure. They should allow major 
changes in future city, additions and improvement. 

One of the most important prerequisite to functional smart 
city is an educated decision makers and municipal law 
makers.  

Implementation of Information and Communication 
Technology in all urban development systems is inevitable 
to secure a sustainable environment and improvement of 
livability in the future beyond tomorrow. 
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